Realistic, computer-generated, synthetic image datasets to train better AI.

SYNDA+ | Train Smarter.

syndaplus.com
WHAT WE DO?

We create REALISTIC COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGES with HIGH-QUALITY METADATA to help companies building better computer vision for BETTER AI.

We know due to the recent hardware and software developments the scenery for AI development is changed.

Our state of the art production pipeline combines different industry technologies with our SYNDA+ inhouse development, so we are able to offer:

SYNTHETIC DATASETS

AIR DEFENSE AND SURVEILLANCE
Library of tagged aircraft and helicopter datasets to help government and military defense system developers to detect, identify and track flying objects.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Train your AI with synthetic image and metadata to identify guns, rifles, aggressive behavior, personal injuries and more.

TRAFFIC AND EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Identify hazardous events, such as fire, smoke or abnormal traffic situations.

AND MUCH MORE...

HIGH QUALITY
HUGE AMOUNT
LIGHTNING FAST
synthetic datasets
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